Ninja Mask Large
Designed by Clare Sullivan
Video tutorial http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7R1Z8ATYsrw

1.5 oz /50 grams Worsted Weight yarn
4mm/G hook for tight tension
Yarn needle and scissors
1. Chain 29, half double crochet into the 17th chain from hook, half double crochet into next 4 stitches,
ch 8, skip 8 slip stitch to join
2. Chain 3, 11 dc into chain space, hdc into next 5 stitches, 24 dc into chain space (spread out dc’s so
they cover chain) 1 hdc into next 5 stitches, 12 dc into chain space, join into chain 3
3. Chain until you have the length of your head circumference (I am making it for a head
circumference of 60cm, my chain will be 60cm) sc into 2nd chain from hook and each chain across,
(we will now be working across one side of the mask) sc into next available stitch, sc in next stitch,
*inc, 1 sc in next 2 stitches* repeat from *to * until you reach the 12 th dc stitch that you worked
into the chain loop (see image below)
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Chain until you have the length of your head circumference (I am making it for a head circumference of
60cm, my chain will be 60cm) sc into 2nd chain form hook and each chain across, sc into next available sc,
sc in next stitch, *inc, 1 sc in next 2 stitches* repeat from *to * until end of round



If you want thin straps, slip stitch to the strap
If you want wide straps, DO NOT SLIP STITCH, dc into the next stitch (this will be the 1 st stitch on the
strap) dc into each stitch on strap and 5 dc into the last stitch, dc into each stitch on the other side
of the strap

Attach yarn on other side for the other strap, attach the yarn 2 stitches before the strap. (See image below)
Chain 1, sc into the next stitch, double crochet into the first stitch of the strap and each dc until the end, 5
dc into last stitch and dc into each stitch on other side of strap. Sc into the next stitch on mask section and
sip stitch into next stitch, Finish off and sew in ends
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Smaller size
Video Tutorial - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jFsaMT_PpGU

1. Chain 21, half double crochet into the 13th chain from hook, half double crochet into
next 2 stitches, ch 6, skip 6 slip stitch to join
2. Chain 3, 9 dc into chain space, hdc into next 3 stitches, 20 dc into chain space (spread
out dcs so they cover chain) 1 hdc into next 3 stitches, 10 dc into chain space, join
with a slip stitch into chain 3
3. Chain until you have the length of your head circumference (I am making it for a head
circumference of 50cm, my chain will be 50cm) sc into 2nd chain from hook and each
chain across, sc into next available sc, sc in next stitch, *inc, 1 sc in next 2 stitches*
repeat from *to * until you reach the 10th dc stitch that you worked into the chain
loop (see image below)

Chain until you have the length of your head circumference (I am making it for a head
circumference of 50cm, my chain will be 50cm) sc into 2nd chain form hook and each chain
across, sc into next available sc, sc in next stitch, *inc, 1 sc in next 2 stitches* repeat from
*to * until end of round and slip stitch to side of strap to finish off
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